
Celebrating Memorial Day 
On May 31, Mid Coast Senior Health’s Activities Department 
hosted a festive Memorial Day celebration. Two carts were 
adorned with red, white, and blue decor, as well as a cornhole 
game and mechanical dogs that danced to patriotic songs.  

The carts were paraded around the halls, spreading good cheer 
and patriotism with residents from all the communities at the 
facility. The enthusiastic response elicited smiles, laughter, and 
some tears as residents listened to the music and shared 
memories of loved ones who served. 

Even though the pandemic has sometimes required us to rethink 
ways to safely take part in our beloved pastimes, it is wonderful 
to be able to continue such important traditions.  
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Growth & Goodness 
This spring has been an incredibly 
exciting time here at Mid Coast 
Senior Health! We’ve been keeping 
busy with many fun and exciting 
activities while remaining attuned to 
the latest safety guidelines.  

As we open up our windows and 
spend more time outside in our 
beautiful gardens soaking up the sun, 
we are so grateful for all the joys that 
surround us and bring smiles to our 
faces each and every day. 

To all our beloved residents and their 
families, friends, and loved one, we 
thank you for your support and 
kindness. It is our greatest honor to 
serve you dutifully all year long! 
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Resident Artist Displays Drawings 
Ever since grade school in Randolph, Maine, Thornton Hall 
resident Beverly G. has loved drawing. She enjoyed drawing on 
the chalkboard at school, and her passion for art only grew. 

After marrying her high school sweetheart John and raising five 
children, she had little time to work on her drawings; however, 
living at Thornton Hall has rekindled her creative fire. 

Beverly loves getting lost in her work, and her favorite bird to draw 
is the cardinal. However, she notes that she is prone to changing 
her mind—so tomorrow, she might have a stronger preference for 
ducks instead. 

Thank you for sharing your talents with us, Beverly: we are so lucky 
to have you here in our community! 

Enjoying a Relaxing Plant Party 
This time of year, we are so taken by the natural beauty that surrounds us. It 
lifts our spirits, brightens our days, and reminds us of all the goodness right 
here in our region. The return of fresh, green leaves outside also reminds us 
to take care of indoor plants after a long winter. 

Recently, residents of Thornton Hall brought their favorite potted plants 
down to the Country Kitchen for a fun, relaxing plant party. Plants were 
repotted, tended, fertilized, and treated to seasonal pampering while 
residents and staff chatted, asked questions about plants, and enjoyed a fun 
time together. We appreciate everyone for helping to keep all our favorite 
indoor plants healthy, vibrant, and lush! 

Community Art Project: Origami Boats 
This June, residents in the The Garden, Bodwell, and Mere Point communities 
learned how to fold festive paper origami boats. They practiced their hands at 
creating beautiful pieces of art using only their hands and paper, and we were 
inspired by their work! 

At left, the paper boats folded during the community art project are seen 
displayed on a hallway table with several floating in a container of vibrant blue 
water. These festive boats are adorned with paper stars, sequins, and sparkling 
flower decorations, and they are impeccably folded. 

Thank you to everyone who participated in this fun activity, and we hope to see 
you at another upcoming community art project soon! 
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Bluebird Visits the Garden 
This spring, Mid Coast Senior Health’s gardens were visited by a large 
bluebird who checked out the lovely violet birdhouse at left. We are 
fortunate to live in a beautiful community surrounded by natural 
settings, and we are grateful for the opportunity to see so many kinds 
of wildlife each and every day! 

Glimpses of Life in Mexico 
Earlier this spring, Thornton Hall resident Genevieve G. (pictured at top right) 
shared her unique and inspired collection of treasures acquired while living in 
Mexico in a display case in the community.  

Then, Genevieve hosted a presentation in the Country Kitchen where she talked 
about the years she spent living in Mexico. The fascinating presentation attracted a 
full audience, and many of the residents asked questions about her time in this 
beautiful country. Inspired by the talk, residents continued to share stories and 
discussions about Mexican culture for days after the presentation. 

Thank you for sharing this special time in your life with us, Genevieve: it was a 
wonderful treat to take a virtual trip to Mexico through your stories, wisdom, and 
shared collection of beautiful treasures! 

 

  
 

  

Beauty & History in Tulum 
Nestled among the tall cliffs of Mexico’s Yucatan 
Peninsula, Tulum is the site of a pre-Columbian 
Mayan walled city that is a popular place to visit. 

• The site was once called Zama, which means 
City of Dawn, because it faces the sunrise. 

• The walls surrounding Tulum allowed for the 
fort to be successfully defended against 
invasions, while its access to both land and 
sea trade routes made it an important hub 
for commerce. 

• One of the most spectacular buildings in the 
complex is the Temple of the Frescoes, 
which served as an observatory for tracking 
the movements of the sun. The temple’s 
beautiful murals are striking and unique. 

• Tulum was one of the last cities built and 
inhabited by the Maya, constructed between 
1200-1450 AD, and it remains one of the 
best-preserved coastal Maya sites. 
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Pink Flamingo Inks & Drinks 
On June 23, we kicked off summer by celebrating National Pink 
Flamingo Day! The Community Room was transformed into a 
festive, vibrant, and very pink bar where residents could mingle 
and sip on delicious mocktails. We also enjoyed live keyboard 
music via Zoom plus fun temporary tattoos. Thank you to everyone 
who celebrated the start of summer with a tasty drink, some 
colorful ink, and a visit from the Pink Flamingo herself! 

 

Around Our Home 
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Mother’s Day Fun with 
Marietta and Georgette! 
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Gorgeous Community Art: Coffee Filter 
Flowers, Popsicle Stick Quilt & Upcycled 
Magazine 3D Art 
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Planting Herbs and Vegetables  
in Container Gardens 

 


